
intelligent furniture – since 1896

Elegant mobile shelving, specifically for office use – from mauser of course.

The mauser mobile shelving system 

elegant move 

More aesthetic appeal in the office. More capacity on the same footprint.
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Enhance the design of any office.
With the elegant mobile shelving system, elegant move.

Appealing elegance.
Welcome at every level.

elegant move is a space-saving mobile shelving system, specifically
designed for office applications. Its attractive appearance alone
gives it a “front-of-house” look. A shelving system that’s like a piece
of furniture. It dovetails perfectly with any interior furnishing concept.

Installing elegant move means that archive facilities and storerooms
are no longer located in the basement, but close to where people
work. Entire teams now have rapid access to files, stationery and
more on every floor. That saves long detours, time and money.

More Aesthetic Appeal
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Perforated
steel front
panels provi-
de optimum
ventilation

Lower noise
levels: sound-
absorbing
front panels

Fronts in a range of attractive finishes.
From acoustically efficient to downright attractive. 

elegant move’s visual diversity gives your eyes plenty to look at.
For example, front panels in a range of material, RAL-colour and
design finishes.
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Combining business with pleasure.
With the “front-of-house” mobile shelving system, elegant move.

Aesthetically appealing storage space.
Against the wall. Or as an attractive partition.

Space and acceptable noise levels – that is what elegant move is all
about. It requires only half the footprint for the same volume of
content. That creates more space and lets in more light. Optional
sound-absorption panels help to reduce noise levels. Equally easy on
the ears is the whispering action of the moveable shelving units.

Different sizes facilitate a range of versatile interior applications. 
For example use of the shelving as a neat partition. Despite a high
degree of storage efficiency, the bigger picture is one of uncongested
transparency. 
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More Atmosphere
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Use existing areas even more efficiently.
Featuring more space and greater safety.More Space

New load distribution with elegant move. Conventional load distribution.

Improved utilisation of room height and depth.
Made possible by enhanced upgrade options. 

Previously one’s scope to upgrade office mobile shelving was limited 
- alone on structural grounds. elegant move in contrast enables 
shelving configurations to be extended up to 6 binder height units 
and to multiple bays per moveable shelving unit as required. This
enables room height and depth to be utilised more effectively.

Problem-free use on cavity or raised flooring too.
Facilitated by optimum load distribution.

Even large elegant move shelving configurations can be installed
on the cavity or double flooring often found in open-plan offices.
The secret is in the optimum load distribution that this new
shelving design features.

New ideas. New solutions.
The elegant move system adapts. 

elegant move is a smart modular system that can be flexibly adapted
to match creative interior solutions. Why does mobile shelving
always have to stand against walls? Why not let the department’s
archive take centre stage! Attractively designed and low enough to
enable daylight to reach all workstations.

This feature even enables large
mobile shelving systems to be
installed in offices and you need
not have any structural concerns 
– even in offices with raised or
cavity flooring.

elegant move is available in 
4 shelving height options, 
from 1240 to 2340 mm.
With depth options ranging 
from 300 to 800 and bay widths
from 870 to 1260 mm.

750 kg 750 kg 500 kg 500 kg 250 kg250 kg

Space sensation: up to 6 binder
height units are feasible. 

For example:
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More Vibrancy Add panache to any office.
With a wide range of colours and finishes.

Attractive front panel designs.
Colours and materials to suit personal preferences. 

elegant move features an extraordinarily wide range of design 
options. The choice of front panel finishes ranges from wood laminates
via perforated metal through to freestyle transparency designs. 
Any specific colour concept can be actioned. Practically all design
requirements can be met. As you would expect of a premium
item of modern office furniture. 
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Take advantage of the flexibility and service
that elegant move and the mauser team offer.

When relocating, take it with you without leaving any “traces”.
elegant move mobile shelving is transportable.

elegant move relocates with you, without leaving any “traces”
behind at your previous premises. Trained mauser fitters can handle
dismantling, transportation and proper reinstallation of shelving
systems at your new premises. 
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MADE 
IN 

GERMANY

Obligatory for the elegant move
shelving system: GS-certification
and the RAL seal of tested “Made
in Germany” quality.
Our company has DIN EN ISO
9001 as well as EN ISO 14001
certification.

Make optimum use of function and convenience.
With the options that elegant move mobile shelving offers.

Handwheel 

Service and Quality.
From planning to commissioning. 

Upon request the mauser Service Team can handle the entire interior
furnishing process, right through to dry runs of the equipment prior
to acceptance. mauser guarantees quality you can rely on, longevity
and safety. German and European law stipulates regular inspection of
shelving, to be conducted every 12 months. mauser is also pleased
to provide approved inspectors to assist clients to comply with the
regulations that apply in their markets. 

Handrail

Electric-
drive

Saves office space:
the in-shelving coatrack.

Ideal for small items/consumables:
drawers featuring dividers. 

Leitz/Elba- or Zippel-compatible:
pendant filing fittings.

Popular classic:
binder shelves.

Wide range of interior spec.
For all forms of office storage. 

Flexible offices require a range of filing and storage options.
elegant move provides accessories that cover all office shelving
requirements. For example shelves, pull-out suspension filing, 
pendant rods, drawers and coatrack solutions. 

Shelving units that are so easy to move.
Secure “en bloc” locking.

elegant move is available in a choice of three different powered
modes: handrail, handwheel or state-of-the-art electric-drive.
All three powered modes are so easy to operate. If you position the
shelving units “en bloc”, the contents are shielded from the impact
of dust and light. Optional central locking guards contents against
unauthorised access. 

Central 
locking

Each system is based (literally)
on a transportable pedestal, 
on which the shelving units 
travel. Available with a choice 
of straight or chamfered edging. E S C
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Zertifiziert nach
EN ISO 14001:2004

elegant move.
LR 409 Technical Specifications.



mauser einrichtungssysteme
GmbH & Co. KG
Nordring 25
34497 Korbach; Germany

phone +49 [0] 5631 562-0
fax +49 [0] 5631 562-553
info@mauser-archive.de
www.mauser-moebel.de

mauser einrichtungssysteme
is a member of the
VAUTH-SAGEL Group
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mauser’s elegant move mobile shelving system.

Featuring obvious office interior benefits. 

Designed specifically for office applications

Major space gains of almost 100%

Elegant “front-of-house” design

Can be custom-matched to any interiors concept

Wide range of size and finish options 

Specific office functions with high degree of convenience 

Cost-reducing economisation on space

Rapid access, no long detours

Practical protection against impact of dust and light

Comprehensive security provided by optional “en bloc” locking

Optional sound-absorbing front panels

Visual appeal provided by attractive laminate finishes

Convenient handling provided by effortless drive systems


